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ABSl-RAC"f

STAFF RETENTIOI\

IN SMALt, NON-PROF IT ORCANIIZATIONS

MICHELLE A. REDDI]\G

MAY 20.2412
Action Research Pro-iect

This str,rdy is an exploratory analysis of employee perceptions affecting statf
recruitment, staff retention and job satisfaction in the small, human service non-protit
organization. The study Llses a human resoLlrce framework to address statf retention and
provides conceptual guidance lor advancing understanding about stafT retention in the
non-profrt hr-rman services sector. The statistical frndings are, however, inconclusive

without further rigorous examination. A three category typology based on job recruitment
fhctors, job retention f-actors, and job satisfaction is initially presented to deflne the
strategies. Select dimensions of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors are explored in the

recruitment stage of employee decision-rnaking and compared and contrasted in the
retention stage of employee decision-making as it relates to the employees' current
employer. In addition, several f-actors of ernployee job satisfaction are also explored.
Based on relevant literature and an original employee survey that was administered to

two small non-profit organizations, the

str-rdy

offers a beginning fiamework fbr small

non-profit organizations to consider in successful stafl- retention.
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INITRODL-IC'f ION

It is well known that non-profit organtzations are collplex and

stressf-ul

workplaces that present challenges fbr employees to perform their duties while sr-rstaining
morale and organizational commitment (Ban, Drahnak-Faller, & Towers, 2003). In the
small non-profit organization, some of those challenges are exacerbated by staff duties
spread over a greater area of responsibility. For example,

it is not uncommon fbr the

executive director to be writing grants, the office manager to be in charge of both
accounting and gili receipting, and the development manager to be managing and
implernenting direct mail solicitations, donor cultivation events, marketing and

communications. In addition, some of the basic deparlments or functions that one might
come to expect in a workplace may be missing or inadequate. The stafling of human
resoLrrce managernent is often one such area. The task of human resource management in

the small non-profit organization generally talls to both the executive director and the

office manager, both of whom have many other responsibilities and duties.

I became interested in researching this topic since I am employed by a small nonprofit human services organization in a medium-size city in the Midwest. I have been
surprised by the volume of staff turnover in the organization's 21 -year history. I believe
that staff tumover has contributed to the weakness of the organization's overall
development and capacity to serve. Llnderstanding the special constraints of resource
deployrnent in the small non-profit organization, I wanted to delve into the challenge of
staff retention and investigate what factors may contribute positively to enhancing staff
retention. The questions driving my research are as tollows: 1). What are the tactors that

Stafl'Retention
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nratter to people during recruitment-those variables which ir"rfluence applicants in their
decision to take a job in the first place? 2). What are the factors that matter fbr

retention-those variables which influence employees' decision now on whether to
continue working at their current employer? 3). What are the factors that matter to
employees with regard to daily job satisfaction? Are there other dimensions to staff
retention which have a direct bearing on employee job satisfaction and merit further
study? I will compare and contrast the data and attempt to determine whether the factors
that were imporlant to applicants in the hiring process remain the important factors once
applicants become employees.

Much of the available literature fbcuses on the diff'erences between for-profit
workers and non-profit workers (Lanfranchi, Narcy, & Larguem ,2070; Lanfranchi,
Narcy. & Larguem, 2009; Leete, 2000, Frey, l99l , Wittmer, l99l ). This literature
suggests that non-profit workers are much less inclined to be rnotivated or incentivized

by extrinsic f-actors such as compensation (Lanfranchi et al..)010; Benz, 2005). Extrinsic
f-actors are defined as external rewarcls that a person receives in exchange

fbr his or her

work while intrinsic factors are those f-actors that the worker experiences during the work
experience (Gellerman, 1968). Extrinsic factors or external rewards are those which are
designed to motivate employees through external means or a carrot and stick approach
such as compensation, work arrangements, work environment, and

job

secr"rrity (Frey,

1997).lntrinsic rewards include such factors as continuing learning, mastering skills,
l-eeling valued or respected, and achieving certain outcomes (Benware

& Deci,

19Ba).

My

fbcus is the examination of the comparison of select extrinsic and intrinsic factors among
employees within the non-profit sector.

If staff retention is a problem within the non-

Staff Retention
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profit sector, then why would employees leave one non-profrt job fbr another? My
hypothesis is that

if rrore attention is paid to key areas of human resource management.

inch-rding a combination of both extrinsic and intrinsic variables, the employee

valued and this

will

will result in greater staff retention. Therefore, this research will

fbel

seek to

uncover key areas w-here non-profit organizations can begin to fbcus their limited
resources for the pr-rrposes of staff retention.

This paper

Lrses a

human resoLlrce framework to address staff retention in the

small non-profit organization. I have chosen this tiamework because staff recruitment.
stafl- retention and

job satistaction are all integral components to the human resource

functioning of a non-profit organization. Indeed, it has been documented that the human
resource component is the most important resource an organization has at its disposal, the

organization's overall perfbrmance and continr"ring development greatly depend upon it

(Collins & Porras, 1994; Drucker, l9g0). Many believe that a sure way to organizational
success is through investing in ernployees and responding to their needs (Bolman, 2008;

Lawler, 1996; Collins & Porras, 1994). I believe that r,rncovering the factors which are
most valr"red by employees

will ultimately result in informing non-profit

leaders and

professionals how to help retain their employees and ultimately advance the perfbrmance

of their or ganizations.

I will also examine aspects of Kouzes and Posner's transfbrmational leadership
work to help determine whether their findings may be applicable to developing human
resource strategies that can be employed to help small non-profit organizations positively
and proactively respond to statf tumover.

Startl'Retention
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METHODOLOGY
I began my str-rdy by reviewing the literature available on non-proflt management
and its complexities, particularly as it relates to personnel challenges. I then explored
human resource management with an attempt to Lrncover many of the fbctors that are

widely recognized as best practices in employee retention. I attempted to apply relevant
literature melding the special challenges and opportunities of small non-profit
organizations with the best practices of human resource management. I also examined
Kouzes and Posner's transfbrmational leadership theory to determine whether their

findings might apply to staff retention. Finally, I conducted original research to uncover
select factors related to employee recruitment, employee retention, and job satisfaction in

two small non-profit human service organizations.
The literature on non-proflt organizations and known human resource
rxanagement tools fbr statf rccruitment and retention points to largely intrinsic motivators

fbr both staff recruitment and retention. Because I did not see researclr on mixing
extrinsic and intrinsic motivators in the literature. I will set out to test whether there is

a

combination of extrinsic and intrinsic motivators that matter to employees at the point of
recruitment or retention. My research will also set out to determine whether the list of

motivating fhctors change t}orn the point of recn:itment to the point of retention. This
research should help to broaden and further the knowledge of non-proflt employee

motivators as they relate to statf recruitment and retention.
This project is an applied research study conducted at my current place

of

employrnent where I have been employed fbr approximately one year. The ernployer is a
small, human services non-profit organization that employs f-ewer than 15 people and has

Statf Retention
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rtillion. I will

str-rdy this

5

organization and one

additional organization. I have chosen the second organization to add to the study
because

it is of similar size, age, scope of work,, and geographic proxirnity and

so lends

itself well to looking at common staff retention issues.

I created an original survey that was sent through e-mail to the staff of two small
human service non-profit organizations in a medium-size city in the Midwest. The
survey was divided into three sections: Recruitment, Retention, and Job Satisfaction. Job
Satistaction was added to my sllrvey because job satisfaction is an evalr:ative judgment
that inf}-rences attitudes on the job about the degree of pleasure an employee derives from
his or her job (Edwards, Bell, Arthur, & Decuir, 2008). Social cognitive theorists predict
that attitudes toward the job, such as job satisfaction, should influence behaviors on the

job (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). While behaviors on the job may be diff-erent from whether
an employee ultirnately decides to stay or leave his or her job, one might surmise that

job

satisf'action is another usetul and related determinant.

The survey design included 34 questions asking respondents to rate the
imporlance on a scale of 1 to 7, fiom least imporlant to most imporlant, of a parlicular
factor relevant to staff recruitment, stafTretention or job satistaction. An 8 rating was a
possible choice fbr questions respondents deemed not applicable. A 1'ew questions were
open-ended and two demographics questions were asked including: number of years

of

prot-essional experience relative to their current employment and to which organization,

A or B, they were employed. A total of 22 possible subjects were sent the slrrveys and

19

of them were retutned within two weeks with one reminder, accounting fbr an 86 percent
response rate. An electronic sLlrvey tool delivered the results to me anonymously.

Stalf Retention
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People decisions ctre the ultintcrle-perhalt.t' the only--control of'un orgunizution
People determine the performonce capucily...l/o orgunizttlion cun ckt betler
thttn lhe trteople it hus, (Drucker, 1990, pp. 145).

In conducting this examination of statf retention in the small non-profit
organization, I have three fundamental purposes in mind: (a) to review what has been
learned about the nature and complexity of non-profit organizations as it relates to human
resollrces; (b) to review the field of human resource managernent fbr best practices as it
relates to staf f retention; and (c) to review literature abor-rt stafT retention in non-profit

organizations to determine whether there are special challenges and opporlunities that
small non-profit organizations have at their disposal with regard to staff retention.

I began my study with

a review of the literature

in the areas of non-prof-rt

management, human resoLrrce management, and staff retention. ] Lrsed the literature

review and the results of rny survey to develop the typology of three human resoLrrce
ffIanagement strategies.

-l'he

I'Jon-profi t Sector

Non-profit organizations represent a growing sector of the U.S. economy.
Numbering only 12,500 in 1940 and 50,000 in 1950, by 1967 there were 309,000 secular,

non-profit organizations; by 1977 there were 790,000 and by 1990, just

rnillion-an eighty-fbld

r-rnder one

increase in fbrty years (Herman, 1994). By contrast, the number

of fbr-proflt business corporations during the same period rose fiom 473,000 to

Statf ltetcntion

3,000,000-a seven-tbld increase, (Herman. I 994). Today, at the end of the flrst
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decade

of the twenty-first century, the secular, charitable tax-exempt organizations number well
over a rnillion agencies and account fbr 5% of gross domestic prodr"rct (GDP). B%
wages and salaries, and 10% of ernployment (Wing, Pollak, Blackwood,

of

& Lampkin,

2008). If one includes faith-based organizations, that number rises to over 1.5 million
charitable organizations accounting for

$ 1.4

trillion in annual revenue, contributing $666

billion to the U.S. economy, and accounting fbr roughly

11

to

12 percent of the nation's

gross domestic produrct as recorded in 2007 (Heyman,201 I ). Taken together, non-profits
also contribute significantly to salaries in the u.S. economy. In 2006, non-profit wages
and salaries totaled $489.4

billion-8.11% of all

salaries and wages paid in the [Jnited

States (Heyman,201 1). Drucker (1990) believes that we now realize that the work

nonprofit organizations is central to the quality of life in America, carrying

or-rt

of

the values

of Arnerican society and the American tradition.

Non-profit organizations exist to address some of society's largest social
problems; hunger. homelessness, violence, mental illness, poverty, and substance abuse
comprise but a f-ew of the complex arenas where non-prof-rts work and fiom which they
derive their nrission (Packard, 2009). Non-proflt organizations perfbrm work that is
difl-erent fiom either business or government. lts product is neither a product nor a
regr-rlation. Its product is a changed human being and, therefbre, the work of non-profit

organizations is like that of change-agents (Drucker, 1990). But non-profit organizations
do not perfbrrn their work in isolation. They have many partners. Govemment funding, in
the fbrm of contracts, has long been a solrrce of revenue fbr non-profits in the United
States. There is mutual benefit for both parties precisely because

it is a partnership.

Stalf Retention
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Government provides a certain amount of firnding and non-profits provide the services.

ofien filling the gap between government and the private sector (Herman, 1994). Yet
government fhnding is but one stream of revenue f-or non-profit organizations. Most non-

profit organizations are funded by multiple income streams including government
contracts, revenlre fiom fbr-profit corporations, private fbundations, and individual
donors (Oster, 1995). Each stakeholder has its share of interests and concerns including
program development or enhancement, efflciency, public recognition, appreciation, and
market exposure (Oster, 1995). Often those working within a non-profit organization can
tbel these sometimes competing interests, especially where particr-rlar contracts with a
focus on short-term perfbrmance, can put pressure on the organization's infrastructure,
demanding that the non-profit demonstrate successful outcomes and carefirl

accountability. (Packard, 2009). The non-profit organization must continuously
demonstrate its value and performance while paying close attention to its use
resoLlrces. Taken together, the nature

ol

of the mission of non-proflt organizations and the

often competing interests of their stakeholders makes management of non-prof-rt
organlzations a complex undertaki ng.
One model fbr examining the management of a non-profit organization and its

particular challenges is by looking at where the non-profit organization is in its lif'e cycle.
The lif-e-cycle model provides a way to understand how non-profit organizations develop
and change over time regardless of the organization's mission and programs (Stevens,

2002). Management of a non-profit organization is afl-ected by where the non-profit
organization is in its own development and maturity as an organization (Connelly,2006).
The life cycles approach helps to explain why some non-profit organizations "ultimately

Statf Retention 9
emerge as eff'ective and sustainable while others do not survive beyond

initial start-up

etlbrts" (irlorris-Tirrell, 201 l, p. 585).
Stage 1 is the Idea and Exploration stage of a non-profit where individuals or

groups are coming together, either infbrmally or fbrmally, to discuss the potential role of
a new

non-profit organization (Norris-Tirrell, 2011). Time and energy is spent gathering

inf-ormation, brainstorming and developing initial interest among a broader group

of

supporters (Block, 2003). Stage 2 is the Start-up and Formation stage where a decision
lras been made to start a

new organization and the organizers form a founding board of

directors to create the initial mission and purpose (Connelly, 2006). The fbrmation stage
focuses on the creation and approval of the organization's operational structure for
governance and decision-making, builds

initial goals and begins implementation (Block,

2003).
Relevant to the small non-profit organization is the likelihood that the

organization is in the midst of Stage 3, the Growth and Formalization stage, one of the

"most difllcult stages filled with fiustration and r:nrealized opportunity as the
organization appears to be inetl-rcient in rehashing priorities and processes," (Irlorris-

Tirrell,2011. p.587). Atthis stage, Irlorris-Tirrell (2011) corlparesthe organizationto an
adolescent testing boundaries and struggling to identity what he or she

will

be when she

grows up. Here, the non-profit organization is testing its vision, mission and priorities,

if

the struggle is not used to advance the organization, tailure and even dissolution of the
organization can result (Block, 2003). During this stage of an organization's
development, Connelly (2006) points out that dernand for services and/or resources often
exceeds capacity. Those working in this environment can likely experience, either

Staf
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directly or indirectly, the tension and conflict fiom the resource imbalance .'requiring
individuals who possess the skills to mediate this environment and the temperament to
tolerate changing emotions and priorities," (Nomis-Tirrell.20l1, p. 587). Organizations

which successfLlly navigate this difficult stage will establish clear priorities and
implement operating structures and systems so that they are poised to move to the next
level or Stage 4 of Maturity and Sustainability, the ideal state of development tor any
organization.
Herman (1994) discusses key periods of change in the developing non-profit

organization and ref-ers to these periods as times of organizational transfbrmation. Big
changes are those which are fundamental in nature and transtorm what Flaveman (1992,

p.50) calls the organization's "core fbrm." Organizational transfbrmation must be major

in scope or what (Herman , 1994, p. 232) ref-ers to as events that "reflect dramatically
changing circumstances in the environment." Non-profit organizations that are navigating
Stage 3 are, by definition, in the midst of a period of-major growth, change and

redeflnition. While there are several circumstances leading to changes in core fbrm or
organizational transformation, relevant to this discussion are two kinds of organizational

transtbrmation, in particular, fbr a Stage 3 growth organization: change in
prof-essionalism and change in funding.

A change in professionalism may occlrr when an organization moves from

a

rnostly volunteer base to a professional staff base or fiom a paraprot-essional base to a

highly prof-essional base (Herman, 1994). One example of this is in commLrnity mental
health centers., many of which used commllnity organizers and non-clinical social
workers when they began their work as community health prevention programs in the

Staff lteterrtion
1960s (Perlmutter
fbcr"rs

1

1

& Silverrnan. 1973} Over time. this work shitted tiom a prevention

to a treatment focus and became the realm of-clinical prof-essionals and

psychiatrists, thereby transfbrming the nature of the work and the organization providing

it fiom

a social service provider to a clinical, medical model provider, thus signaling

tirndarnental organizational change (Herman, I 994).

Similarly, a change in funding where there is a dramatic shifi fiom a reliance on
one resource base fbr another also constitntes dramatic organizational change (Perlmutter

& Adams, 1990). Exarnples of this are noted throughout

the course of U.S. history as

periods of relative abundance in government support for human weltbre programs were

eventually followecl by declines. For much of the 20thcentury, government policies fbr
social welf-are, comrrrLurity development and the arts and humanities evolved fiom a kind

of activist ideology (Firstenberg, 1996). This period, which peaked in the 1960s and
early 1970s, reflected nearly 50 years of uninterrupted groMh in govemment support of
social programs (Newland, I 996).Dr-rring this time. non-profit organizations cante to rely

heavily on the availability of f-ederal funds fbr their services only to see the funds decline
in the 1970s due to American involvement in the Vietnam War, the Watergate scandal.
and the economic recession triggered by the international oil embargo (Edwards

&

Yankey, 2006). "Similarly, during the mid-1990s the rapid growth olthe U.S. stock
market, powered by low oil prices? new home construction, the broad-based
commercialization of the Internet, and a surge in health and technology sector profits
created new wealth that also tueled a major expansion in the non-profit sector" (Edwards

& Yankey,

2006, p. 432). Many non-prof-rt organizations that were fbrmed in the late

l9B0s and early 1990s benefltted fiom this resurgence in the economy only to experience

{Ugsb t4_g!o

t!_eg

u uur ary.
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fallout once again post September I 1. 201 1. "as tlie nation's fbcus on global

and national crises ultimately produced a slr-rggish economy, f'ederal tax cuts,, l1at wages,

and relatively low-asset growth fbr the nation's foundations" (Edwards

& Yankey,2006.

p.a3Q. Such conditions have led to significant decreases in available funding fbr nonprofit organizations fiom all sources-government, corporations, fbundations, and

individuals. These dramatic environmental shifts or,rtline the dependent and everchanging funding conditions with which non-profit organizations work. Rapid or
Lrnexpected shifts

in funding-whether

Llp or

down-in a non-prof-rt organization

can

have dramatic ef-fects on an organization's mission, the clients served and on the people

who work there (Edwards & Yankey, 2006).

Regardless of the core issue at hand, Herman (1994) points out that fbr a non-

profit organrzation to persevere thror-rgh such change. it takes
as employees at

a

total organizational effort

all levels of the organization will contribute to the ultimate success or

failure of the transfbrmation. As organizations navigate periods of growth and change,
both rranagement and stafl'will ofien find challenging situations and changing workload
expectations as resolrrce alignment adjustments have yet to be made (Srnith, Bucklin, &
Associates, 2000). No matter how skilled a non-profit rnanager may be, such changing

conditions can caLlse a number of challenges, including: "high levels of stress, low trust,
secretiveness, increased conflict and decreased morale, a self--protection orientation, and

finally. staff turnover" (Edwards & Yankey, 2006, p. a3l. The changing expectations
during a period of growth and change, and the stress that accompanies it, must be
managed

if the organization is to evolve

al.. 2000).

as

well as retain valuable employees (Smith et

Statf ltetcntion
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Non-profit Organization

Regardless of the particular management challenges that an organization faces at
any given time, non-protit organizations depend upon a committed workfbrce to achieve

their social missions (Guo, Brown, Ashcraft, Yoshioka, & Dong,20l l). Many non-prof-rt
organizations oflen experience diftlculties in recruiting and retaining quality employees
(Ban, Drahnak-Faller,

& Towers, 2003). Keeping productive employees is a maior goal

of most organizations, and retention has shown to be a decisive factor for success
regardless

of organizational size, stakeholder composition, or goods

and services

produced (Butler & Waldroopl 2001). Problems associated with turnover include
decreased productivity, replacement and training expenses, loss of valuable

organizational knowledge, and lowered morale among remaining employees (Mitchell,

Holtom, Lee, & Graske, T. (2001).
The problem of staff turnover in the non-profit organization varies by geography,

industry and prof-ession. Taken as a whole, many non-profit organizations experienced a

l6 percent annual turnover rate rn 2010 as compared to 21 percent in 2008 (Opportunity
Knocks.Org,2010). Although the average turnover rate in the Opportunity Knocks
(2010) study was down, more than 37 percent of non-profits reported that retention is

a

problem fbr their organization. Some studies suggest average annual turnover tbr pr-rblic
sector agencies between 20 and 40 percent

with length of employment averaging

less

than two years (Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2003). For fund raising positions, turnover
has slowed in the financial downturn but is expected to resnrne when the economy

improves (Hall, 2010). Still, Burnett (201

l) reports

the current turnover rate of non-profit

fundraising prof-essionals in some areas remains on average

1B

months. In a large

S
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organization that employs hundreds or even thousands of employees, that figr-rre is

troubling, bnt in a small organization of l0 ernployees where each ernployee carries out

a

mtrltitude of key organizational tunctions, it rneans one to two staf f members will be

exiting each year. Beyond the cost of recruiting, hiring and retraining replacements,,
Bolman (2008) points out that turnover hurts overall perf-onnance because newcomers'
lack of experience and skills increases errors and reduces efficiency. In such an office
environrnent where each employee is responsible for a greater share of duties, even

normal turnover rates can cause significant organizational disruption and can be
potentially disastrous, thus magnifying the problem of staff turnover in the small non-

profit shop. Also notable to the problem of turnover is loss of relationship built between
staf-f and any number

of stakeholders. As Drucker (1990, p. I 57) points olrt, "one of the

basic differences between non-profit organizations and businesses is that the typical non-

profit has so many more relationships that are vitally irnportant... Every non-proflt has
multitude of constituencies and has to work

or-rt

the relationships with each of them."

Statf turnover, then, can hurt its ability to move key relationships fbrward with any
number of its constituencies: board, donor. volunteer, client. tunder" community.
Compounding the challenge of statl-turnover can be the limited resources
available to the non-profit organization, especially the small non-profit organization,

when it comes to the provision of salary, benefits, and desirable working conditions
(Smith et

a1.,

2000). It is widely known that non-profit organizations, which are

dependent upon philanthropic organizations and individuals fbr their llnancial supporl,
have had difllculty convincing funders of the impofiance of administrative costs ont of

which staff are paid (Herman, 1994). Instead, philanthropy has fbcused largely on

a
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provisions fbr short-term programmatic needs, while non-profits must demonstrate that
srnall amounts of donors' investment, if any, have gone into adrninistrative br-rdgets

(Oster. 1995). In order fbr non-profit organizations to deal efJ-ectively with r-rndesirable
employee turnover, they need to work within the constraints of their environment while
also looking fbr opporlunities to address statf retention.

Fluman Resource Management

Smith et al., (2000) believe that most non-protit organizations start out small and
are preoccupied with identitying their mission and establishing programs and plans to

carry it out. During this time, the non-profit may be preoccupied by fundraising and
marketing exposrrre in order to meet its bottom line. However,, it will not be long when
certain conditions the organization has relied Lrpon, such as its small office space or

relatively inadequate technology infrastructure are suddenly and dramatically put to the
test. Outdated modes of existence are no longer working.

It becomes time to develop

a

more prof'essional position. This is more easily said than done. As Srnith et al., (2000)
points out, it is here where non-profit organizations may struggle to make this leap and

lnay falter. The challenge is to develop adequate resoLlrces either through prograrx
revenue or community support in order to snccessfully make this transition. Once
resources are identified, the otgantzation may proceed with professionalizing its
approaches, enhancing its management capacity and its overall resource deployment.

Human resoLlrce management plays an imporlant role in providing better
management for non-profit organizations. In this paper, two different theoretical
perspectives will be briefly explored on how to approach the human resolrrce fbnction
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within a non-profit organization. The flrst is the human resollrce-betsed approach which
examines human resoLrrce fr-rnctions as any other resolrrce to be used within an
organtzation. In this model of thinking, organizations have to distinguish between
resources that need to be procured and those that

will

be developed and improved (Ridder

& McCandless,20l0). The resource-based view states that investments into valuable

and

rare resoLrrces enhance the efl-ectiveness and efficiency of the processes and outcomes

of

an organization (Wernerf-elt, 1984). The underlying assumption is that continuous

investments into these resources "increase the possibility to specify core human resoLrrce
competencies which enable better outcornes fbr the client who is ultimately served,"

(Ridder & McCandless,2010, p. 126). From this point of view, the fiamework for human
resource management comes from understanding that employees are an investment and

not a cost category. Employees are interpreted as valr"rable resolrrces that contribute to the

overall sLrccess of the organization.
The strategic human resollrce management approach also values employees as a

critical investment tbr the organization's or-rtputs; this approach flrst takes into account
the overall mission, values, and strategic goals of-the organization and determines

whether these goals can have a direct impact on human resolrrce strategy and human
resource practices (Ridder

& McCandless,20l0). Much of the nascent body of literature

on strategic human resource management specifically in non-profit organizations lacks

empirical data. In the fbr-profit sector, Delery and Doty ( 1996) tbund seven core strategic
human resource practices: internal career opportunity, fbrmal training systems, appraisal
measures,

profit sharing, employment security, voice

mechanisr-ns, and

job definition.
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Research shows that when organizations use these practices, they are more ab[e to

aclrieve their overall goals and objectives (Daley, Vasu,

& Weinstein, 2002),

ln the context of public and non-profit sectors, Guo et al., (2011) set out to
examine empirically what current strategic human resource practices are used in non-

profit organizations and what organizational tactors led them to use strategic human
resolrrce management practices. Their study fbr-rnd the highest ratings in the fbllowing
three areas: the use of organization mission and values to attract employees; allowing the

choice of flexible work arrangements; and strong internal communication practices that
consistently reach all employees with valuable information. Notably lower on the scale
were the number of non-profit organizations using the fbllowing three areas of strategic
human resource management tools: evaluating employees on multiple perfbrmance
assessments; using specialized or targeted recruitment practices; and providing

opportunities tor systenratic employee f'eedback thror-rgh such strategies as surveys and

exit interviews. Notably, their str-rdy also fbturd that certain categories of non-prof-rt
organizations are more likely to use strategic human resource managernent practices. The
larger the non-profit organrzation, the presence of an afllliation with a national umbrella
organization, the regr-rlar use of independent contractors, and the greater use

of

information technology all positively correlate to the possibility that a non-profit
organization may use strategic human resource rnanagement.
The Guo et al., (201 1) study also examined what factors led non-profits to use the
strategic management approach. Based on sllrveying 229 non-profit organrzations in

Arizona, researchers fbund that among the non-profit organizations which are more likely
to use the strategic human resollrce practices approach were yollnger organizations and
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those that do not have dedicated hr-rman resolrrce stafl-. Guo et al., (201 1) fbund larger

organizations are more likely to have the necessary resources to make considerable
investment in a more sophisticated and comprel-rensive system of human resolrrces
management. (Ban et aI.,2003) fbund that srnaller non-profit organizations were often
constrained by their funders who imposed strict limits on administrative costs, thus
preventing resoLrrce deployment to management functions such as human resource
practices. Theretbre, the small non-profit organization, which often relies heavily on such
funders, may benefit from the strategic human resource approach allowing it to select a

mix of human resource strategies that are in direct alignment with its larger
organizational goals and strategic objectives.
One example of an application of strategic human resoLlrce management is shown

in examining how the state of Missouri is addressing the wide-spread problem of staff
turnover in child welfare workers in its state (Renner, Porter & Preister, 2009). In the
f

reld of social work, recent studies have examined how organizational and structural

envirorunents afl-ect retention. Taking an approach of proactive statT retention, the
Renner, Pofier, & Preister, (2009) study found that by surveying child welfare workers to
help Lrncover unmet needs such as sllpervisory skills, they were better able to align their
strategic management practices to meet those needs.
There is also much evidence that shows that human resource management in the

non-profit sector rnay be different in many ways fiorn those in both the public or private
sectors (Edwards

& Yankey, 2006; Herman,

1994; Drucker, 1990). As Drucker (1990)

points out, non-profit organizations must rely on their rnission to attract resources. such
as employees, volunteers and financial support, but also to help guide their decision
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rnaking. Ban et al." (2003) also recognizes that mission statements are a powerful
management tool fbr not only attracting ernployees. but also snstaining motivation and
fbcus on achieving goals. Guo etal.. (2011) also foundmission statementsto be a

compelling motivator.

lntrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
Much of the available literatr-rre strongly suggests that non-profit employees'
motivations are different from their fbr-profit counterparts. Several studies have indicated
that non-profit employees are more intrinsically motivated than fbr-profrt ernployees
(Lanfranchi et a1.,2010; Lanfranchi et a1.,, 2009; Ban et a1.,2003). "Motivation includes
the tbrces, either external or internal to a person, that arollse enthusiasm and persistence

to pursue a certain course of action. Motivation is primarily concerned with what
energizes human behavior, what directs or channels such behavior, and how this behavior
is maintained or sustained." (Fry, 2003, p. 698). Intrinsic motivators are values-driven
rewards which are internal arrd under the control of the individual (Lanti'anchi et al.,

2009).Intrinsic motivators satisfy a higher order need such as solving

a

problem that

benefits others or serves a higher pllrpose (Frey, 1997). Intrinsic factors have been
def,rned "as those behaviors which are motivated by an underlying need for competence

and self-determination" (Deci & Ryan, 1980, p. 4?). Examples of intrinsic motivators

include leaming new skills, solving problems, and achieving a certain outcome

(Gellerman, 1968).
Extrinsic motivators are external rewards that a person receives in exchange fbr

work (Cellerman. 1968). Extrinsic factors originate externally and require meeting or
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exceeding the expectations of others (Lanfianchi et al., 2009). Examples of extrinsic
rewards inclr,rde salary and other fbrms of compensation received in exchange fbr work

Gellemran (1968). Gellerman (l968) makes the distinction betw'een the two by
explaining that extrinsic motivators are external rewards that a person receives in
exchange fbr his work, while intrinsic motivators are the internal rewards that a person

experiences during his work. Extrinsic rewards are those given by others and can inclr-rde
such examples as: promotions, pay increases, bonus checks, supervisory behavior.

insurance benefits, vacation time (Frey, 1997).
Because my paper is interested in uncovering whether a combination of extrinsic
and intrinsic factors afl-ect staff retention. I

will

choose to examine the literature on a few

select areas that I find relevant in my study, including flexible work arrangements,
continr-ring ski I I enhancement, and non-profit leadership development.

Flexible Work Arrangements
Flexible work arrangements were chosen as an area to explore because much of
the literature sr-rggests that flexibility in work arrangements can be particularly appealing
today in our diverse multi-generational worktbrce with many two-incorne farnilies who
are balancing multiple responsibilities (McNall, Masuda,

& Nicklin, 2010; Danielson

et

al., 2000; Hohl, 1996). Secondly, flexible work arrangements are dependent upon "an
environment of mutual trust, compromise, negotiation, and flexibility between the
employer and employee" (Danielson et al., 2000. p. l). Both parties are responsible fbr
ensuring that the arrangement is suitable and working (Danielson et al., 2000). In the

Lanfianchi et al., (2010, p. 79) study, they hypothesized that "non-profit employees
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would be more attracted to employment relationships in which both parties explicitly
commit to loyal behavior." Flexible work arrangements would seem to exist in an
environment built upon a fbr"rndation olmr-rtr,ral trust and loyalty (Danielson et aI.,2000).

Finally, I chose flexible work arrangements because they can be viewed as either an
intrinsic or extrinsic motivator so I wanted to examine their possible advantages and
disadvantages of their use in the non-profit sector.

While there are a variety of flexible work arrangements, fbr the purposes of this
study, I have chosen to examine two aspects: flexible hours or flex-time and

telecommuting or flex-space as they are most commonly used (Sharafizad, Paull. &

Omari,20l l). Other forms of f-lexible work arrangements include: permanent part-time,
job sharing, voluntary-reduced work time, on-site day care, and phased retirement.
The term flexible work anangements describes a variety of alternative schedules
that allow employees greater control over their work hours. Larnbert, Marler, & Gueutal,
(2008, p. 107) def-rne f'lexible work arrangements as "employer provided beneflts that

permit employees some level of control over when and where they work or-rtside of the
standard

workday." Studies reflecting the etl-ects of flexible work schedules date back to

the 1970s in fbr-protit organizations and generally indicate that flexible aruangements are
efTective in helping managers meet the changing needs of their employees and better
serve their clients (Richman, Civian, Shannon,

Hill, & Brennan,2008). Hohl's (1996)

study examined the ef-fects of flexible work arrangements in the non-profit environment
and fbund that the fbur most common arrangements were flex-time, part-time,
compressed work week and telecommuting or flex-space. Typical flex-time arrangements

define core hours during which all employees mnst be present on the job and then off-er

1
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flexibility on either ends of the day during which ernployees make up the necessary
number of hourrs of work (Danielson et al., 2000). Some of the perceived advantages

of

flex-time include improved comfbfi and efllciency on the.f ob by tailoring work to tamily
commitments and schedr-rles; accornmodation of non-routine commitments such as tamily
illness, healthcare appointments or special events; and the potential fbr a more convenient
commute (Danielson et al., 2000).
Telecornmr"rting or flex-space arrangements are another form of flexible work

affangements where an employee carries out all or some of the duties of- the job fiom
home or another location other than the normal workplace. This kind of work
arrangement practice may be best suited fbr those who work independently or semiindependently (Sharafrzad et al.,20l

l). Flex-space arrangements may not be suitable for

the position that is part of a team or requires a signiflcant amount of interaction with
others as part of the job responsibility (Danielson et al.. 2000). Some of the perceived
advantages of flex-space arrangements include: improved ernployee morale; less lost time
due to distracting interruptions, socializing, or breaks; less overhead cost fbr the

employer; less commuting time and fieedom to work independently without distractions;
and better integration of work and

family lif-e (Danielson et al., 2000). Perceived

disadvantages of flex-space arrangements include: f'eelings of isolation and alienation

fiom co-workers; the employee may be passed over for promotions due to lack of

visibility in the office; increased chance of workaholism and/or burnout due to
separation of work and personal time; and potential
hr-rrt

ofl'-site (Danielson et al.. 2000).

less

liability fbr employers fbr workers
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While there is potential fbr benefits to both ernployee and employer by using

flexible work arrangements. there are also several notable drawbacks.
Hohl's (1996) study fbund a disparity between formal written policy gr-ridelines
and use of tlexible work options. Seven of thirty organizations' respondents interviewed

indicated that "they offered flexible work options as part of proactive and strategic

plans," (Hohl, \996, p.80). Available literature suggests agap between the provision of
flexible work affangements and their actual r-rtilization (Sharafizad et

al

..)01 l; Hayman,

2009; Richman et aI.,2008; Hohl, 1996). Several barriers have been identified, including
organizational culture or buy-in fiom top management, lack of awareness among
employees, and fear of career repercussions (Rodgers, 1992). Another problem is

subjectivity in organizations, making accommodations to those who were perceived as
valr-rable to the organization whether employees had a legitimate need (Richman et al.,

2008). Further. Hohl (1996, p. 8l) found that in organizations that allowed flexible work
arrangements unless there was a legitimate business reason to deny a reqllest, the term

'.legitimate" was left undeflned and therefore open to interpretation, subjectivity and
possible unf-air deterrninations. Hohl (1996) points out that all of these circumstances can
lead to resentment by nonllser employees. Other possible disadvantages include staff may
be more diff-rcult to supervise

if their hours are not congruent with their

managers.

Managers reluctant to make the changes toward a more participatory management style
may feel threatened by the changes (Hohl, 1996). Finally, supervisors

will

have

potentially greater difficulty in coordinating group or team activities if rnultiple
employees are working flex-time schedules (Danielson et al., 2000).
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Of parlicular interest in the Hayman (2009) study is that while actual numbers of
such flexible work arrangements were relatively low, the presence

olthe ofl-ering

seemed

to irnprove staff retention and morale and maintained perfbrmance. Evidence presented in
the literature suggests that the greater autonomy provided to employees with the use

of

flexible work schedr-rles can provide ernployees with enhanced work/lif'e balance
perceptions (Baker, Avery, & Crawfbrd, 2007). In a nationally representative str-rdy of
employees from mid-to-large-size companies, perceived flexibility and the ability to
manage the dernands of work and personal

life were strongly related to higher levels of

employee engagement and expected retention (Richman, 2006). These frndings were also
corroborated in a national study in which greater access to tlexible work arrangements
was associated with better mental health and resilience, greater prodr-rctivity and
eff-ectiveness, higher levels

ofjob satisfaction, and lower turnover (Galinsky, Bond, &

Hiil,2004).
Some of the ditT-rculties of administering tlexible work arrangements enter in the
fairness and equity areas. Hohl (1996) identifred the most difTlcult challenges

of

impiementing the arrangements that try to balance the needs olernployees with those of
the organization and other employee groups. Some employees and employee grolrps are
r-rnable

to use the alternative f'lexible arrangements due to the demands of their positions,

and administrators were afiaid those employees would resent these employees who could
r-rse

the flexible arrangements resulting in reducing overall employee morale (Hohl,

1996). [n conclusion, f]exible work arrangements need to be olfered and administered
with careful consideration of a number of variables. but carr lead to enhancing the
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work/lif-e balance and f'lexibility provided to ernployees, r"rltimately promoting their
perceived

job satisfaction and expected retention.

Continuing Skill Development
Continuing skill development is a broad term applied to enhancing employee
learning that can be deflned in many w'ays. I have chosen to include it in my analysis
because

it is widely viewed

as a missing component in workplace str-rdies where retention

is a challenge. Continuing skill development can be interpreted from a number

of

difterent perspectives: among them specific training for a particular task or job
assignment, continuing fonnal education and training at a university or college; career

development or career pathing, developing and aligning employee's personal and
professional aspirations to the organization's training environment; coaching or
mentoring employees; orientation programs; networking with peers and parlicipating in
contbrences.

I will examine a t-ew areas of skill development including general skill
developmetrt as a strategy f-or recruitment or retention, career development or career
pathing, and coaching because they can have many positive residual effects on the mutual
relationship between an organization and an employee.
The focus of general skill development is commonly linked to both workplace
attraction and retention (Amundson, 2007). People desire intellectual stimulation and

participation in a variety of experiences. As graduating students and skilled workers
consider their options,, they are increasingly assuming more proactive roles in shaping the
development of their careers (Amundson, Parker. & Arthur, 2002).lt is believed that
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continuing training and involvement in new and challenging activities at work can lead to
greater workplace attachment, thus not only providing employees with ongoing skill

development, but also improving retention (Gaflhey, 2005).
Genis (2008) examined new forms of employee-employer relationships and
described an increasing emphasis on self'-organization and personal engagement. Self--

organizing reflects a shift from the traditional employee seeking employment security to
one of employability and a boundaryless (Arthur

&

Rousseau, I 996) portfblio of skills. In

this model, the career process is one in which employees seek to continuously build skills
to add to their personal and professional portlblio in order to remain competitive in the
marketplace (Amundson, 2007).In this thinking, employees take an active role in
shaping the development of their careers and lbrming paths or "career pathing" to help

them achieve continuous learning, growth, and maintain a sense of controI over their
career management (Walz, 1982). From the perspective of the employer, career pathing
can be a tool within

job perfbnrrance and appraisals that can ofl'er constructive

conversations between employer and ernployee about the employer's emerging needs as

well as employee interests and tuture directions (Walz, l982).
The first step in approaching career development is fbr the organization to have a
clear idea of its cunent position and future path as identified through a planning process
(Carney, 2009). Strategy is the overall plan or pattern that attempts to "integrate an
organization's major goals, policies and actions" into a cohesive framework (Carney,
2009, p.708). Gatlney (2005) suggests that involving the employees in an examination
the organization's current and emerging needs is a w.ay to help organizations plan tbr

their future and deepen employee involvement. "When employees understand what the

ol
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organization needs and how their personal career aspirations flt into the overall plan. a

new contract develops," (Gaflhey, 2005, p. 8). Gaflirey (2005) goes on to say that this

two-way commllnication flow allows ernployer and employee awareness of what is
wanted and needed fiom each other and mutual expectations are clear.
Strategic skill strengthening can be a powerful tool fbr improving the recruitment

or retention of employees in areas that are diflicult to

fill

posts or that experience rapid

turnover. In a study of rural health prof-essionals, Boshoff & Hartshorne (2008) found that
occr-rpational therapists fblt human resolrrces were inadequate and staff attrition was

challenging in the rural areas of South Australia where they worked. Solowiej. IJpton, &
Upton (2010) of the United Kingdom set out to further investigate statf attrition and
recruitment challenges in a rural setting and discovered that support tunding that was
procured fbr the plupose of career development, including the opportunity to attend

training courses to develop existing skills and learn new skills, was a positive factor in
en,

ployee recruitment.

As workers progress in their careers^ skill strengthening and continr-ring career
development can play an increasingly important role in attracting and retaining
employees. Mentorship and career coaching programs can be another way of approaching

this dynamic. In 2007 the American Cancer Society (ACS) launched an initiative to
become the best place to work and volunteer: "a place where people want to work, where

people develop their skills throughout their careers, and a place where people stay
because they are valued,"

initiative,

a

(Ali, Lewis, & McAdams. 2010). As part of a nationwide

Nationwide Leadership Program (NLDP) was established. The program was

designed to include grollp learning and individual development opporlunities, simulations
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and coaching sr-rpporl fbr each participant over the course of the two-year program. The

resulting challenge was fbr ACS "to develop a sustainable. cost etfective and high impact
method to deliver coaching to the B0 NILDP pafiicipants fiom the 2008 class, and fbr
f-utr"rre

classes"

(Ali et

a1..2010, p. 240). The fbur primary goals of the coaching solution

were to:
I

). Individualize the learning experience;

2). Drive improved performance;
3). Afl-ect behavioral change;

4). Provide a comprehensive development experience tbr program participants.

A report on best practice research (Corporate Leadership Council, 2003)
recommends fbcusing on business needs, optimtzing the executive-coach matching,
leveraging senior management participation, and managing coaches to perforrrrance
standards to maximize the returns. As a result of the successful implementation of the

program, the American Cancer Society is becoming a culture of learners, coaches,, leaders
and high perfbrmers, which in turn move the organization closer to

fulfilling its mission

objectives (Ali et al., 2010).
Organizations now operate in an economic climate where shortages of skilled

workers along with changing work clirnates result in employees having many
employment choices. These changes have made recruitment and retention of skilled
workers a top priority t-or many organizations. Included in skill enhancement is growth in

individual leadership or the ability of ernployees to intluence others and afl-ect change.
Therefbre, leadership development is the third area that will be examined as a possible
retention solution.
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Leadership Developrnent

In today's complex and increasingly competitive non-protit sector, there is a need

fbr strong leadership to help shape the way organizations are managed. Leadership
pertains not only to the chief executive in charge, but also to all of the managers and
supervisors who oversee employees and help to shape the direction of the organization

(Herman, 1994).

"A non-profit organization succeeds because of its people-and the degree of
their commitment, enthusiasm, intelligence and drive" (Smith et a1.,2000, p.310). In
order fbr a staff to work well together, trust must be established and maintained between

all levels of manager, sllpervisor,, and employees so all are working together toward

a

common good (Adair, 2003).
Emmett Carson, in Heyrnan (201 I ) says he has corne to believe that executive
leadership is the single most important component lbr r-rnderstanding why non-profits
succeed or

fail in achieving their goals. Carson recognizes that while leaders at all levels

of the organization matter, executive directors, in particular "play the crucial role of

providing vision, detennining the culture. helping to set the strategy, and inspiring both
internal and external constituents to believe in the vision, mission. and values of the
organization" (Heyman,201 1, p. 30).
Varney (1971), in discussing a well-known system of management by objectives,
points out the critical nature of a high degree of subordinate involvement, participation,
and autonomy. Varney explains that this dictates the way the leader or manager rnust
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relate to his employees changing fiorn a highly structured or bureaucratic forrn

of

managing to a more unstructured and democratic fbrm.
Leadership has been a major topic of research in psychology fbr almost a century.

Pirola-Merlo and Sarros (2009) surmise that more work needs to be done in examining
leadership in context of where it is conducted. Westhead and Cowling (1998) point out
that the many differences between fbr-profit, government and non-profrt organizations
make it inappropriate to assume that what works fbr leadership in fbr-profit environments

will work in non-profit contexts.

Because the vision and mission of non-profit

organizations are driven by social missions and not bottom line, this sr-rggests that a

different kind of leadership is appropriate in the non-profit sector.
The fact that non-profit organizations largely attract staff through their valuesbased social missions presents a unique opportunity fbr them to capitalize on their
strengths. The values-driven orientation of a non-profit organization is what Jeavons

(1q94 calls its value-expressive character. Jeavons (1992) makes the case that for

a non-

prof-rt organization to be eff-ective in providing services and in communicating the values

motivating their service, it must honor the hurnan. social, and prof"essional values in the
way that it operates. Ridder (2010) concludes that human service non-profits will do r,vell
to work to deepen their values commitment in all that they do.
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Corrclusion of L.iteratr-rre Review
Several challenges must be highlighted with regard to the management of any

non-profit organization. The presence of numerous stakeholders with sometimes
competing interests can place special challenges on the organization, most notably that
the non-profrt organization demonstrate a variety of sr-rccessful,, shofi-term programmatic

outcomes with careful accountability of its resolrrces. The fact that most funders are

inclined to invest in programs, rather than administrative overhead, out
are paid, presents a particnlar challenge

of-

which the staff

fbr non-profit organizations to attract and retain

employees by traditional human resource best practices. The small non-profit
organtzation may find additional challenges simply by the nature of where it stands in the
organizational life cycle. Organizations which are in the growth and fbrmalization stage
are in one of the most challenging of circumstances where demand for either services or
resources can exceed capacity (Connelly, 2006).
Regardless of where the organization is in its development, its staf f resources are

among its most important resources. Two theoretical trameworks can be examined for
understanding how human resource management is shaped in non-profit organrzations.
The human resoLrrce-based approach states that investments into valuable and rare
resoLlrces enhance the efTectiveness and

efllciency of the processes and outcomes of an

organization (Wernerfelt, 1984). The underlying assumption is that continuous
investments into these resources increase the possibility have better outcomes and lead to

competitive advantages (Ridder & McCandless, 2010). The strategic human resoltrce
management approach attempts to align the strategic goals of the organization with the
human resoLlrce management goals (Ridder

& McCandless.20l0). This orientation
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exatnines how the organization's human resollrce practices flt with the organizatiorr's

overall strategy. Organizations can bundle human resollrce practices that will lead to
specific human resolrrce goals that, in turn, sr"rpport the strategy of the organization. Once
an organization detlnes

it strategic

resoLlrce practices which

goals, then

it can use a particular

will suppofi those goals.

br"rndle

of human

Because every organization has unique

goals, the strategic approach assumes that every organizatron has its unique blend

of

human resollrce management practices to supporl those goals.

Non-profit organizations rely on their mission and its underpinning values to
attract resources. They can also

r"rse

their mission and values to help guide decisions

pertaining to human resources. Because the literature suggests that non-profit employees
are intrinsically motivated, a work environment that olTers continuing learning and skill

development as well as assistance with maintaining work-lif-e balance could be usetirl

organizational tools to address employee retention.
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KOUZES & POSNER'S

-I-RANSFORMATIONIAL LEADERSI{IP TFIEORY

The leadership work of Kouzes and Posner (1987) will be explored fbr non-profit
leadership because of its fbcus on an organization's mission and values and giving voice
to those values through thought, inspired vision, and actiorr.
Burns ( 1978) developed the initial concepts of transactional and transfbrmational
leadership. He deflned transfbrmational leadership as the process of pursuing collective
goals through the mutual engagement of leaders'and fbllowers'motives towards the

achievement of the end goal. In comparison, transactional leadership is a process

of

exchanging one thing fbr another among leaders and followers. Bass (1990) defined

transformational leadership as or-rtstanding leadership perfbrmance that occllrs when
leaders broaden and elevate the interests of their employees, and inspire fbllowers to look

beyond their own self--interest fbr the good of the grolrp. Transtbrmational leadership is
concerned with engaging the hearts and minds of others. It works to help all achieve
greater motivation, satisfaction, and a greater sense of achievement because

that leadership is a relationship (Pirola-Merlo

&

it recognizes

Sarros, 2009). Transfbrmational

leadership requires "trust, concern, and tacilitation rather than direct control...
empowering and inspiring people to control themselves..." (Pirola-Merlo

& Sarros,2009.

p. a3e).

Kouzes and Posner ( 1987) took transfbrmational leadership to a new level when
they studied the best practices or attributes of leaders and synthesized it into flve

principals in order to get extraordinary things done in organizations.
I

). Model the Way. The f rrst attribute of a great leader is to know hirn or herself,

to frnd your voice, and to model the way by being true to your values.
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2). Inspire a Shared Vision. Envisioning the future helps people imagine the
possibilities and llnd a common purpose fbr action. Leaders need to be sure that they can
see something better than today and share that dream

with others.

3). Challenge the Process. A learning environment consisting of trust and mutual
respect

will help employees

be comtbrtable to question the way things are being done and

to look for ways to improve.
4). Enable Others to Act. Leaders, who oflen f-eel a strong sense of control and
action, also need to let others make choices and act. Team ellbrts, strong relationships
and trust need to be established to create an environment where others f-eel they can have

power.
5). Encourage the Heart. As people encounter fiustrations along the way, Kouzes
and Posner believed in showing appreciation lbr the accomplishments of others and
encouraged others when they are tempted to give up.
Leaders know how to break down problems into smaller components and stay

fbcused on what it important while encouraging others and keeping sight of the vision.
The leadership work ol Kouzes and Posner

(I

987) is par-ticularly relevant to the

non-profit human service organization because it capitalizes on the greatest assets of the
organization: its rnission and its people. The model fbcuses on bringing mission and
people together with a clear vision and deepening employees' experiences through
leadership that is inspirational as well as genuine and trusted. Kouzes and Posner's
leadership work clarif-res overall organizational goals within a work culture that provides
a learning environment w-here employees are encolrraged and enabled to act, and

participation and engagement are expected.
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Another advantage of the Kouzes and Posner theory is that it is a kind of
transformational leadership, and. therefbre. leadership characteristics may be measured.

A widely used instrument, the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ),

assesses

leadership factors and a broad range of leadership styles (Bass & Avolio, 1993a). The

MLQ measures, explains and demonstrates to individuals the key factors that set
exceptional leaders apart fiom marginal leaders (Bass & Avolio, 1993b).
The Kouzes and Posner model of leadership, with its fbcus on the relationship

of

leading people and developing them to their potential, is particr"rlarly applicable to the

non-profit organization with its reliance on rnission, vision, and trust fbr the greater good.

Limitations of Kouzes and Posner's Leadership
Modeling values, knowing one's selt, and expressing those values clearly has the
advantages

of setting a strong example to others, but it suff-ers fiom the disadvantages

that it requires great self awareness and proficiency for a Ieader to reach the point where
he or she

will

be r-rltimately effective. Not only does

it

reqr.rire clear and consistent

thinking and acting, but it also presumes consistent and clear commLlnication and
behavior. People are fallible and inevitably, they
environment

will

have had to successfully

will make rnistakes. Leaders in this

built a learning environment oImutual trust

and understanding that also fbrgives the leader when he or she stumbles.

Kouzes and Posner's leadership is a kind of transfbnnational leadership theory
and, as such, some may argue that

it

suf'fers

fiom a lacking of conceptual clarity. It covers

a r,vide range of behavior fi'om modeling the way to creating and inspiring a vision which

could be seen by some as personality or character traits rather than as skills or behaviors
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that can be easily understood and learned. Further. Bryman ( 1992) points or-rt that

transfbrmational and charismatic leadership are oflen treated as the same rnodel

ol

leadership, when in fact Bass (1990) assefis that charisma is just one component of

transfbnnational leadership.
Another possible solrrce of dif1iculty fbr a Kouzes and Posner leader is the ability
to measure progress at any given point. The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ)
is the tool most often used to assess transformational leaders, but as (Tejeda, Scandura

&

Pillai,2001) point out. in some versions of the MLQ, some of the transfbrmational leader
factors also correlate with both the transactional and the laissez-tactors rendering these
factors among the styles indistinguishable.

Finally, there is the distinct possibility that this kind of leadership, based on
creating and inspiring a vision fbr others to fbllow, could be abused. It is supposed that
the vision the leader is creating and espousing is one of integrity and of societal benefit,

but it is possible that corruption or evil intent could enter in and take fbllowers into
dangerous. unintended directions. Although these ditl-rcr-rlties pose real issnes,

I believe

the benefits of Kouzes and Posner's leadership outweigh the potential problerns.
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FINDINGS
As part of this study, I surveyed a number olemployees fiom two small

lTr"rman

service non-profit organizations in a mid-size city in the Midwest to determine whether
the employment f-actors that were perceived important to them at the time of recruitment
were the same factors that were important once hired. Respondents were presented with

l0 factors,

as listed

in the Appendix, Tables

1 and

2 on page

67

. In addition,

respondents

were asked to rate 7 job satisf'action factors, (as listed in the Appendix, Table 3 on page
68) to help examine another dimension of what employees value as a precursor to

determining intent to remain in their jobs. Two demographics questions were asked to
help determine what level of relevant professional experience staff members had

currently and to which organrzation, they worked, A or B. Careful attention was paid to
the sensitive nature of the questioning and the tact that this researcher is both an insider
and an outsider when investigating.

A number of

qr"restions were not asked because

it was

determined that rrrore demographic or identifiable questions might interfbre with the
response rate and overall trust factor in ernployees taking the survey.
Respondents were asked to rank each particular attribute on a scale

of 1 to 7, see

Appendix, Survey instrument, page 60. with I meaning "Never lmportant" and 7
meaning "Most Important." The intervening numbers were deliberately not labeled so not

to lead the responses through particular language choices. Respondents also had a choice
of responding with an

I if they fbtrnd the f-actor irrelevant. For the purposes of

calcr"rlations, B scores were removed as they were not applicable and blank scores were

neutralized to a 4 score rating. Only three blank scores acconnted fbr
are indicated in blue in Tables 1 and ?. Scores of

I are indicated

z[

ratings and they

in red in Tables 1 and 2.
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The dernographics tindings in this study indicated that the predominant years of relevant

work experience w'as in the 2-4 years categclry. with 6 respondents at this level. There
were 3 respondents in each of the next relevant work experience categories

at

5-B years,

9-14 years, and l5-19 years. Finally, there were 2 responses in each of the 0-1 year range
and the 20-plus-year range, overall indicating that most respondents in the study were in
the new to mid-career range.

Findings fiom this str-rdy indicate that while a considerable number of factors
matter to employees at the point of recruitment and retention, there are clear front rllnners

in some areas and less clear fiont rllnner in other areas. For the 10 Recruitment Factors
tested, the top 3 scores were in ranking order: 1). Mission; 2). Flexible Work

Arrangements; and 3). Continuing SkilI Development. These three factors scored highly
both in terms of the number of individuals who rated these factors their top scores and the

total sum of scores. Variances among the top scores were also very low with mission
rarrking the lowest variance at 0.24, flexible work having more variation at

1.

13, and

continuing skill development having less variation at 0.59. That wor-rld intuitively make
sense as flexible work aruangements generally appeal to people at particular lif-e stages.

Table 1, in the Appendix, on page 6T,provides the results fiom the survey
indicating that in ranking order, the top three factors fbr Statf Recruitment are: 1).

Mission;2). Flexible Work Ar:rangements; and 3). Continuing Skill Developrnent. The
fburth and flfth rankings in recruitment went to supervisory skills and executive director.
Executive Director is not sr-rrprising given the most important lactor is mission and
executive directors embody or personify the rnission in organizations so that is expected.
Lowest scores on recrllitment factors were retirement beneflts and physical facility.
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Notable, however, is also that retirement beneflts and physical facility also have the
highest variances indicating relative disagreement on those f-actors. Further examination

into those variables may prove age an inflr-rencing factor, especially as it relates to
retirement benefits. Also notable is that while no respondents placed salary as the most

imporlant factor at retention, 6 respondents gave it a 6 rating which is second in
importance at the tirne of recruitment. An additional 5 respondents ranked it 5 which is

still above

a neutral rating indicating that a total of-

1

I respondents thought salary was an

important consideration at the point of recruitment.

The second element of the study is retention factors. The sarrre l0 tactors that
were rated at the point of recruitment were also rated at the point of retention to
deterrnine whether there were similarities or ditferences. Retention tactors, found in the

Appendix, Table 2 on page 67, provides the results of the Retention f-actors indicating the
top scores in ranking order. Retention factor scores were not as clearly delineated. The
top scores when examining individual score rankings were: l). Mission; 2). Executive
Director; and 3). Supervisory skills. A total of B respondents ranked mission as their most
important f-actor at retention; 6 ranked executive director as the most important; and 6
ranked imrnediate supervisor as most important. The executive director-immediate
supervisor scoring was determined by the next ranking order of 7 respondents who gave
executive director a second most important rating; and 5 respondents who gave
imrnediate supervisory skills a secondary rating. The Retention factor scores compute
dif ferently

if

the sum score is taken into account as the predominant ranking.

If

one takes

summation scores into account as the most important evaluation, then that would alter the
ordering of retention factors to read: 1). Mission; 2). Ftexible Work; and 3). Continuing

.10
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Skill Development which would be identical to the recruitment factor results. Either way,

if one looks at the top 5 scores in both recruitment

and retention by either individual

score ratings or sLrm totals, the top 5 scores in Recruitment wor-rld be: 1). Mission;2).

Flexible Work Anangments; 3). Continuing Skill Development; 4). E,xecutive Director;
and 5).Career Advancement and for Retention they would be by individual score: 1).

Mission; 2). Executive Director; 3). Immediate Supervisor; 4). Continr-ring Skill
Development; and 5). Flexible Work Arrangements; or by sum, they would be slightly
reordered to read: l). Mission; 2). Flexible Work Anangements,3). Continr"ring Skill

Development; 4). Executive Director; and 5). Immediate Supervisor.
The priorities of the respondents indicated by the study were largely intrinsic

factors such as Mission orientation, leadership in both Executive Director and Immediate
Supervisor, and Continuing Skill Development. Flexible work arrangements, which can
be viewed as either an intrinsic or extrinsic factor, wzls also a consistent priority and
pref-erence. Salary was a mid-range factor in both recruitment and retention. while

Healthcare, Retirement Benefits, and Physical Facility were all factors listed consistently

lower in the priority rankings.
Variances in the retention area show greatest agreement in the salary, executive
director and flexible work areas and greatest disagreement in the healthcare benefits,
retirement plans, and career advancement. The greater variances in the latter could be

retlection of a combination of factors inclurding part-time staff not being eligible lbr
healthcare benefits or retirement plans; the existence of spousal coverage of either

of

these benellts; or the younger age of respondents not as concerned with these benefits.

a
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'Ihis is speculation

as the results

will not identify those tactors.

See Table 3 in Appendix,

page 68.

The findings ol this study are important because they help to clarity the most

imporlant lactors to employees when examining and comparing a list of variables that
may be important to employees at the point of recruitment and retention. They help to

clarify where non-profit organizations may want to take a closer look at the provision of
benefits if they are in f-act, in alignment with the values and strategic direction of that
organization.

In conclusion, the flndings in my study indicate that while a combination of
intrinsic and extrinsic factors matter to applicants and employees at both recruitment and
retention, there is a strong prefbrence for mission alignment as the number one choice in

both instances. Beyond that, there are some differences in preference among flexible

work arrangements, continuing skill development, executive director leadership and
direct supervisory leadership. My study was limited in terms of its scope and absence of
interviews to probe fr-rrther into pref-erences. Despite these lirnitations, the f-rndings are

helpful tbr non-profit practitioners to gain further insight into important aspects of
employee recruitment and retention in small non-profit organizations.
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MY PLAN
There is probably not a one-size-flts-all approach to serving non-profit
organizations. I have developed a 7-point check-list fbr small non-profrt organizations to

fbllow when determining how to structure their limited human resollrce efforts.

_

I . Consider

adopting a strategic human resource management framework

based on supporting and

providing mutual benefit to imporlant organizational goals and

strategies.

_2.If

the organization has not undergone a strategic planning process within

the past five years, consider starting one

place, consider "refreshing

now. If the organization

has a strategic plan in

it" by including a committee of stafT and board to re-engage

and take ownership in the process.

_3.

Determine whether there are key strategic organizational initiatives

which can be supported by human resource management initiatives and consider
placing those at the fbrefront of yor-rr efforts.

_4.

As part of the strategic planning process or refieshment of the processl

examine the organization's mission and core values in an inclusive process with stafT'
and board to help clarify and make meaning. Find ways to make the mission and core

values apparent throughout the organtzation in all that statf do so they can continue to
deepen their connection with them.

_5.

If the organization is not already doing so, consider looking into flexible

work arrangements

as

iln alternative benefit to oft-er employees w'ho may value the

f-lexibility. autonomy and trust that comes with the flexible arrangement. Consult with
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other organizations in the area who n'ray be ofI-ering aspects of these arrangements fbr
ideas on what works. Start small and consider growing fiorn there.

will

It is likely employees

appreciate the gestr-tre of even considering such options.

_6.

Consider doing an organizational audit on what is offered in terms of

continuing skill development. An employee survey cor-rld be a part of this plan or it
could simply be added to employee reviews as a means ol thoughtful discussion and
carefr"rl individual consideration into what directions ernployees may be wishing to go in

fbr career pathing.

_7.

Ensure that supervisors have adequate

preparation and on-going skill

development for their work as supervisors. Remember that an ill-equipped supervisor

will

have a multiplying trickle-down effect throughout the organization. Consider regular

self'-awareness building skill development fbr supervisors and line staff alike,

remembering that all staff members

will likely appreciate and ltel

valr-red

by continuing

skill enhancement. Don't tbrget to make it firn!
Finally, the Kouzes and Posner leadership rnodel is recomrnended as a tool fbr
study and implementation in non-prof-rt organizations. Its focus on Modeling the Wuy;

lnspiring a Shared Vision; Challenging the Process; Enabling Others to Act; and
Encouraging the l-leart sets the climate for a relationship of mutual respect and
engagement in the workplace. The rnodel's fbcus on leadership as a relationship and as

behavior that inspires trust br-rilt on shared values and vision is in alignment with

mission-the expressed value that continues to attract and retain people to the work of
non-profi t organizati ons.
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IMPLEMEI{TA'TI ONI AN D IJVALL]A]'ION

I have presented the findings to the executive directors of the two non-profit
organizations involved in the study. In the f-rrst organization, Organizatior-r A, the
executive director would like to present the flndings at a future f-ull-staff meeting and
discuss the f-rndings. He isinterested in knowing

if the results are what staff wor"rld

have

expected to tjnd and why or why not. He would then like to present the f-rndings to the

board governance committee fbr their reaction and discr-rssion about what rnight be
incorporated into future planning as the organization is in the middle

ola strategic

planning session which is to present its findings in May 2012. He is also interested in the
possibility of incotporating the recornmendations into a revised personnel manual. The
manual that has been in place was a template fiorn the national organization and has not
been revised fbr rnany years. Finally, the executive director of organization

A is

interested in fbcusing on the personal development plan portion of each employee
review'. I Ie said that statf members have not been in the habit of providing
f-eedback in this area and

n-rr-rch

if the results show that staff are consistently irrterested in

continr"ring staf f developrnent and education, then that should be taken serior-rsly and be

clearly defrned on an individual basis and be emphasized in tl,e employee review process.
For organization B. the executive director was pleased to know that the results

conflrmed her sr-rppositions. Her organization recently completed a strategic plannirrg
process that she fbund valuable for staf f and board alike as they were able to mutually
engage on the organization's mission and core values as well as the organization's

strategic direction fbr the fbreseeable future. She has long believed in the value of career
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pathing and has used it many times to both recruit and retain top employees at other
places of r-ron-profit employrnent, especially

in light of scarce resources and often the

inability to provide a market-wage salary and compensation package. She has asked me
to present my findings to her staff and board as well fbr consideration and discussion. She
is aware that others may see or think of key points that they could incorporate into their

work in the next several years that she does not yet notice. This executive director, while
relatively new in her position, believes in empowering employees and has begun to do
that through the use of leadership encouragement in many areas. She has consciously
stepped back at running statf meetings and now uses a rotation style where each

employee is expected to develop his or her leadership skills through trial and error. She is

developing a learning environment which will serve her well in a values-driven
environment.
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FURTHER STEPS
One of the elements that

will

be explored is whether the board, executive director

and statf would be interested in a leadership training program, both fbr their own

continuing skill development and fbr those who are already supervisors and can sharpen

their skills. If it is deemed relevant and desired. I will research possible grant funding
sources fbrresources that could be available

tbrthe stafTin late 2012 orearly 2013. Some

components to be explored include: self reflection and identiflcation of cunent strengths
and each person's own leadership styles; strengthening trust, team building and

productivity and an exploration of values.
Finally, I would recomrrend stalf development training through a Kouzes and
Posner Leadership Cor"rrse that could either be a smalI component of bi-weekly staff
meetings or more of a book club tbnnat where ernployees read an assigned section of the

book and then have a discussion or blog about it. Either w?1l, these efTorts could greatly
benefrt individual employees in their growlh and development as well as strengthen the

staff team as a whole, providing them'uvith a conlmon liamework and language with
which to work.
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CONCLIJSIONS
The analysis of non-profit literature, hurnan resource fiarneworks. and speciflc
human resource best practices has greatly expanded my knowledge of my fleld of non-

profit management work in general and has deepened rny understanding of stafT
recruitment and staff retention in particular.
The lifb cycle approach to understanding where an organization is in its
development was incredibly enlightening to me. I was familiar with the turlher end of the
organization development spectrum with programs in maturity and some facing decline,
btrt I had not yet been firlly acquainted with the younger,, adolescent organization. The
lif'e cycle framework demystified many of the peculiarities of an organization still in its
adolescence, not yet secure in its policies and procedures,

still strr-rggling to achieve

a

more balanced porttblio of operating f unds, and helped me to understand both the
leadership and operating presslrres fiom more of an objective and constructive
perspective. This also bror-rght to light fbr me the unique challenges of stafT recruitment
and retention for an organization in this stage. It provided helptul infbrmation and a basis

fbr constructive conversation and qualities to look fbr both in more successful statf
recruitment as well as tools tbr appropriate dialogue with current stafFwhen challenges

inevitably arise and fiustrations mount. I will recomlnend sorne incorporation of nonprof'rt Iif'e cycles training into the discussion of our strategic planning and implementation

going forward. I believe everyone would benet'it greatly fiom having this additional
perspective and it could only serve to improve overall r-rnderstanding of facets of our

work that go beyond individual responsibilities. I believe it would strengthen our overall
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team spirit and communication to know that some of our challenges are shared and are a

natural part of oLrr organizational evolr-rtion.
Overall, there was rnuch congruity between tl,e recruitment and retention fhctors

in my original research. Essentially, the most important

f-actor at bothiunctures is

mission. Mission and meaning are central in the minds and hearts of those working fbr

non-profit organizations. Beyond that, new recruits are looking for f-lexible work and
opportunities for continuing skill developn-rent befbre tlrey are thinking about leadership
issues. Once recruits become employees, they begin to think more readily about their
leaders befbre they begin thinking about some of their own personal benefits. I will plan

to lead a discussion about my paper, its findings, and people's interests in learning more
together going forward. I believe that I do have the support of my executive director to
incorporate these findings into our work environment which is increasingly becoming a
learning culture. Together, I believe we will work on strategies tbr staff retention thror-rgh
an overall increasing of awareness of the organization's strengths and challenges, staff

participation in strategy and goal setting, and articulation of the desire to improve staff
retention through an examination of fbcused strategies.
To some extent, it is true that srnall. developing non-profit organizations can be at
a disadvantage in recruiting and retaining qLrality employees due to their relative lack

of

resources, but it is encouraging to know that organizations need only look to the strength

of their mission and core values to flesh out the inherent advantages ol their work without
which they would not be in existence.
In terms of other benefits. non-profit organizations can get creative in terms ot
how to meet training needs and flexible schedule options. Many non-profit organizations
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do not have the resources to provide tbrmalized on-going employee training. But they can

look within tbr opportunities to mentor one another and l-rave continuing conversation
abor,rt career interests and

direction beyond the initial interview. The involvement and

corlmunication with employees should be a continuolrs process with opportunities fbr
f-eedback going both ways. Ernployees who fbel involved and better understand the

organtzation's priorities

will

be better infbrmed to explore their own interest areas

fbr

tur-thering skill development and future career directions.
The Kor"rzes and Posner leadership theory provides a useful leadership model fbr
leading an ef-fective non-protit organization. Many non-prolit organizations are looking

to strengthen their team and transform their culture into an efl'ective and desirable place
to work. Rising to the challenges of staff retention in the small human services non-profit
organization takes strong and effective leadership that can not only model the way and

inspire a sl-rared vision, but also enable others to act and encourage the heart. Building a
strong culture of integrity and compassion, dignity and mutual respect fbr all,
establish or further strengthen a learning culture where people

will

will help to

be comfbrlable to

challenge the process and bring their unique gifts to tir-rition. Kouzes and Posner's
leadership theory w'ill not immediately solve the challenge of statf retention in the small

non-profit organization. Instead, it will allow leaders to empower their staff to model
integrity. help to solve problems, and ultimately, serve those in need. Communication

will improve, employees may think twice betore criticizing individual people

and the

organization as a whole, and statf retention will increase. Although not a qr-rick tix
solution, Kouzes and Posner's leadership is a foundation to rrrake positive change
possible.
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'I'he pro-iect provided rne with conceptual fl'ameworks
fbr how to exarnine

proactively and constructively challenges in the work place and work to meet a solr"rtion
through an action research approach. It helped me to fiame a particr-rlar problem and hone
a solution based on what is already known in relevant literature as

well

as what

might be

discovered through original research. I am gratefirl fbr the opporlunity to have been given
access to investigate these organizations.

I appreciate their trust and hope that together,

we will be able to apply some of these concepts fbr the mutual benefit of our
organizations as well as other non*profit human services.
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Survey Questions
Directions: There are three sections to this sllrvey. Each section begins with a partial
sentence that applies to each of the questions within that section. The tjrst section is
Recruitment Factors (those qualities which drew you to work at your current
employrnent in the flrst place); the second section is Retention Factors (those clualities
that are irnportant to yor"r now that you work at your current employmcnt); the third
section is abor-rt Job Satisfaction (at yor-rr current place of employrnent). Eerch section has
the optional opportr-rrrity to write in a comrnent. Some flnal questions are cornpletely
open-ended and there is one demographics qr"restion to conclude the sllrvey.

Part I Recruitment Factors-Among the factors I weighed when considering
whether to work here...

1.

(or mission alignment and organization values) as:
3
4
7
5
6
NotApplicable

I ranked mission

1
2
Never important

Most Important

(Optional) Cornment:

2.

I ranked

retirement plan benefits

1,2

3

45

as:

6

Never important

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

(OptionaI) Cornrnent

3.

I ranked salary as:

1,23

4

5

6

Never important

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

(Optional) Cornrnent:

4.

I ranked health care benefits as:

1,234s
Never important
(Optional) Corlment:

6

7
Most Irnportant

Not Applicable
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5,

I ranked physical facility aspects (office location, office condition or equipment, or other

physical office aspects as:

1,
2
3
Never important

4

5

6

7

NotApplicable

Most Important

(Optional) Comrlent

6.

ln ranked immediate supervisor qualities

34s

1.2

as:

6

Never important

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

(Optiona[) Cornrnent

7.

I ranked executive

1

2

director (or top leadership) qualities as:

3456

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

Never important

(Optional) C'ornnr ent :

8.

I ranked career advancernent and

upward mobility (whether within the confines of this

organization or as preparation for your next job)
1

2

3

4

5

6

as:

7

Not Applicable

Most hnportant

Nevcr important

(Optional) Cornment:

9.

I ranked

1

continuing skill enhancement or professional development opportunities
2

Never important

(Optional) Comment:

34s6

7
Most Important

Not Applicable

as:
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1,0. I ranked the actualwork arrangements (flexible time/hours, days, location, etc...) as

12

3

4

6

5

7

Not Applicable

Most Imporlar"rt

Never important
(Optional) Comment:

11. (Optional) Comment: ls there any other factor that was an important aspect to your

recruitment not mentioned?

Part II Retention Factors-Now that I am working at my current employer, among
the factors I weigh when consiclering lvhether to continue rvorking here...

1,.

I now rank mission consideration as:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Never important

7

NotApplicable

Most Important

(Optional) Cornment:

2.

I now rank

retirement plan benefits

12

as:

3456

7

Not Applicable

Most Imporlant

Never imporlant
(Optiona[) Comrnent:

3.

I now rank salary asl

123

4

5

6

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

Never irnportant

(Optional) Comment:

4.

I now rank health care benefits as:

12345

6

Never important

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

(Optior-ral) Comment:

5.

I now rank physical facility aspects (office location or condition, equipment or other

physical office aspects) as:

1,
2
3
Never irnportant
(Optional) Cornment:

4

5

6

7
Most hnportant

NotApplicable
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I now rank immediate supervisor qualities as

12

3456

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

Never important

(Optional) Cornrnent:

7.

I now rank executive director (or leadership) qualities as:
1

2

a)

J

4

5

6

Never important

7

Not Applicable

Most Imporlant

(Optional) Comrnent:

L

l now rank career advancement and upward mobility (whether within the confines of
this organization or as preparation for your next job) aspects as:

12

3

4

5

6

Never important

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

(Optional) Comment:

L

l now rank continuing skill enhancement or professional development opportunities
AS:

12

3

4

5

Never important

6

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

(Optional) Conrment:

10. I now rank actualwork arrangements (flexible hours, days, location, etc...) aspects

L23
Never important
(Optional) Cornment:

4

s6

7

Not Applicable

Most Irnportant

as:
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11. (Optional) Comment: ls there any other factor that is an important aspect to your
retention as a staff member that has not been mentioned?

Part III Actual Job Satisfaction/Nlorale Factors/-For the most part, my daily job
satisfaction, relative to other factors, is affected by...

1.

...how much I feel appreciated and/or recognized for my work:

1,23

45

6

Never imporlant
(Optional) Comment:

2.

...how much I feel respected as a valuable member of the overall team:
4

5

6

Never important
(Optional) Comment:

7

Not Applicable

Most hnporlant

...how much I have access to overall internal communication (whether informally or
formally delivered information) that is valuable to me in performing my work:

12

3

4

Never important
(Optional) Comment

4.

Not Applicable

Most Imporlant

1.23

3.

7

5

6

7

Not Applicable

Most Important

...how much I feel that I have opportunities to provide valuable feedback (whether

formally or informally) that I believe will assist the organization as a whole:

123
Never important
(Optional) Comment:

4s6

7

Not Applicable

Most lmportant
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5.

...how much I have access to appropriate information technology that will assist me in
performinB my work:

17

3

4

5

6

Never important
(Optional) Comment:

6.

7

Not Applicable

Most lnrportant

...how much dependence/reliance I have on volunteer labor or part-time temporary

labor in fulfilling my job assignments:

1
2
3
important

4

5

6

...how much supervisor support I have to fulfill my job assignments:

1234

56

7

Never important
(Optional) Comment:

8.

NotApplicable

Most Important

Never
(Optional) Comrnent:

7.

7

I am planning

1

Not Applicable

Most Important

to stay in my job for the foreseeable future.

2

345

6

7

Not Applicable

Definitely

Never

(Optional) Conrment:

9.

The prevailing reason

lwould leave rny job in the foreseeable future (orwould

enticed to seek employment elsewhere)

(Optional) Comment:

is:

be
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10. My next job likely will continue to be in the non-profit sector:

123456

Not Applicable

7

Deflnitelv

I.Jever

(Optional) Comment:

1-L. Demographics: The following category best describes the

total number of years I have

of professional experience relevant to my current job:
0-1 years

2-4

years

5-B

years

9-1.4

years

more years

l-2. I am employed by a local affiliate of:

A.

Big Brothers Big

Sisters B. Habitat for Humanity

15-19

years

20 or
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AucseuRG Collece IusrrruroNAl Rrvrew Bonno AppLrcATtoN
DO NOT attempt to complete this application without consulting the
NEVER complete an.application downloaded from a previous year.

1. Pnolrcr TITLE srAFF

2. REuew CATEGoRY

E rutt review

f

Expedited Review

ffi

Exempt Review

RETENTToN rN sMALL

instructions located on the IRB website.

NoN-pRoFtr oRGANtzATIoNS

Staff Retentio n

l2

. ResenRcH INVESTIGAToR lNFoRM,ATroN
rincipal lnvestigator: Michelle A. Redding
Address:2 1782 53'd Avenue
Telephone number:320-230-31 01 or 320-260-6888
Campus Box:
Augsb urg e-mail add ress: redd ing @a u gsbu rg ed u

o-investigato(s) name

{

Not applicable

n

Are any of the co-investigators affiliated with a non-academic institution?
Yes E No
lf yes, identify the co-investigator(s):
El have submitted a signed Non-Academic lnstitution Affiliated Co-investigator Confidentiality Agreement
lnstitution:
Address:

Telephone number:
e-mail address:
lo you plan to use a research assistant(s) to collect or analyze data?
lf yes, provide the research assistant's contact information
Name:
Telephone number:
Augsburg e-mail address:

f

E yes E

ruo

I have submitted a signed Research Assistant Confidentiality Agreement

f the principle investigator is a student
Undergraduate Research
Graduate
Research
ffi
lndicate the degree program:Master of Arts in Leadership

f,

Advisor's name:Dr. Norma Noonan
Address:4439 Lakeshore Terrace, Eagan, MN 55122
Department.Master of Arts in Leadership
Telephone number:612-330-1 198 (office) or 651-686-0532 (home)
Augsburg e-mail address: noonan@augsburg. edu
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l. FuttotHc

f
]
]

will be obtained
Project will be submitted to the following external or internal funding agency:
Project has been submitted to the following external or internal funding agency.
Funding decision
X is pending
nas been awarded
Agency-assigned grant number:
t-lo externa[ or internal funding for this project

I

EfUot applicable
5.

OrHen Neeoeo Revrews

s this research subject to review by another internal committee of the College?
lf yes, indicate the committee and the reason for the review:
Status of review
Approved
El have submitted a copy of the approval letter
E Sunmission pending
Under review

I yes E

wo

I

n

lf submission pending or under review explain why you needed to submit the Augsburg IRB application before
approval was obtained:
s this research subject to revlew by any other lnstitutional Review Board?

lf yes, identify location of other IRB and the reason for the review:
Status of review
Approved
have submitted a copy of the approval letter
Submission pending
E Under review

n
n

lyes X t,lo

fll

lf submission pending or under review explain why you needed lo submit the Augsburg IRB application before
approval was obtained:
s this research subject to review by a committee at an agency/organizalion?

E Yes X

No

lfyes, identify the agency/organization committee and the reason for the review:
Status of review
Approved
El have submitted a copy of the approval letter
Submission pending

!
!

E

Under review

lf submission pending or under review explain why you needed to submit the Augsburg IRB application before
approval was obtained:

StaffRetentionT4
i. RESEARCH QUESTIoN/HYPoTHESIS AND Punpose
)escribe your research question/hypothesis in lay language, provide the justification for the research, and how it fits with
revious research in the field:
lon-profit organizations comprise a growing and significant sector of the U.S. economy. At the end of the first decade of the
enty-first century, the non-profit sector accounts for approximately 5% of gross domestic product (GDP), 8% of wages and
alaries, and 10% of employment (Wing, Pollak, Blackwood, & Lampkin, 2008). The growing numbers of non-profit organizations
nd the sector significance call for the importance of attention paid to their performance and management. But measuring the
erformance of non-profits can be a difficult because unlike the for-profit organization, which is ultimately measuring profit, the
ron-profit organization is measuring mission effectiveness which can be more of an elusive term. Performance depends upon
/hat you are measuring. The management of non-profit organizations is a complex undertaking given the multitude of
takeholders involved from board of directors to both public and private funders comprised of government, foundations,
orporations and individual donors, to volunteers, clients, staff, and the community-at-large representing tax payers.

legardless of lhe multitude of funding sources non-proflt organizations rely on the dedicated work of their employees to achieve
leir missions. I have come to recognize that employee turn-over in a non-profit organization can have detrimental effects on the
ability to grow and develop. ln the small non-profit organization, that problem can be exacerbated because the
'rganization's
rrganization is so reliant on a relatively small number of employees. lf that employee pool continues to turn over, I believe it can
rave a devastating impact on the organization's overall capacity and development. I have been working for Central Minnesota
labitat for Humanity for one year as Development Director. I have become surprised by the volume of staff turnover in the
rrganization's 21-year history. I believe statf turnover has contributed to the weakness of the organization's overall
)rganizational development and capacity. I am investigating how to retain and develop a statf in the small non-profit
)rganization. For the purposes of this study, small will be defined as operating expenses less than $3 million and a staff total
ewer than 15 people. The problem I want to solve is how to retain staff in a small, non-profit organization by determining first,
l,hat aftracted them to work at the non-profit in the first place, second, what aspects ofjob satisfaction are important to the staff
vho work lhere currently, and third, what are the elements of job satisfaction. Once I am able to determine what matters most, I
:an then focus on what non-profits might do to remedy the situation of staff turn-over given the scarcity of resources.
uch of the literature on non-profit organizations focus on characteristics of leaders as it relates to staff retention. My research
vill examine a broader spectrum of factors and will look at employee perceived priorities at recruitment and then compare those

iame priorities during employment. Most small non-profits do not have a dedicated human resource staff member, and
herefore, many of the human resource standard practices are missing, ill-conceived, or out-dated. Further, because there is an
rssumption that what matters most to employees is mission and core values, many of the elements inherent in strategic human
esource practice are, by design, largely ignored or taken for granted. I happen to agree with the assumption that non-profit
tmployees are most interested in the greater good and in mission-core values alignment as compared to for-profit employees. I
;urmise that it is the mission and core values alignment that initially draws employees to the organization in the first place.
lowever, if, over time attention is not paid to key aspects of strategic human lesource management, the employee will begin to
3se the mission-core values connection and begin to look elsewhere for it-usually another non-profit organization which
)romises that value connection. My hypothesis is that if more attention is paid to key areas of human resource management,
ncluding both instrinsic and extrinsic variables, the employee will feel valued and this will result in greater staff retentlon. I
ealize this is especially critical for the small non-profit organization to know where to focus its resources. Therefore, this
€search will seek to uncover key areas where non-profit organizations can begin to focus their limited resources for the
)urposes of staff retention and ultimately, organizational development.
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r. MerHoDoLocy
-his

section is about the methodology you will be usrng in your study

]

My methodology involves analyzing existing data, records, or specimens.
Explain the source and its location:
have submitted an approval letter granting me access to the source
lf sole method, skip to question #15)

f]l

]

nly methodology involves observation of public behavior
Describe who will be observed, what behavior is being observed, and where the observations will occur:
lf sole method, skip to question #15)

)escribe in detail your methodology including information about potential subjects, procedures used to collect data, and the time
:ommitment required to participate:
ndicate the maximum number of sub.iects who may participate in your study:

n

n No
lYes !No

s the research conducted in an educational setting?
Yes
lf yes, is the research conducted during class time?

lf no, indicate where and when the research will be conducted:
lf yes, describe in detail the activity for non-subjects and indicate who will be supervising them:

!

ls there any part of the study that all students will need to do even if they chose not participate in the study? lYes
lf yes, explain the specifics and the accommodations frcr the students who choose not to padicipate in the study:

f needed, provide additional information relevant to your methodology:

lto
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. MarenrALS
nill be using the following tools to record data

E

n

nuOio recording
Vioeo recording

E written notes
E Computers

E Paper and pencil measures
I ffrotographs
I Drawings
E other, specify:
]

My research methodology utilizes interviewyfocus groups
I have submitted the initial interview questions with the understanding that additional questions may be asked based on
subject responses to these initial questions

I

3 My research methodology utilizes a survey
X I have submitted a copy of the survey(s)
Did you create the survey(s)? EYes Eruo
lf no, do you have permission to use the survey(s)? E Yes Eruo
lf yes, I have submitted the approval letter giving me permission to use the survey
lf no, explain why approval is not needed:

f

]

wty research methodology is experimental
I have submitted a copy of all experimental tests/response sheets/dependent measures, etc.

f]

needed, provide additional information relevant to your materials:
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Sue.Jecr DescnrpnoN AND loerurtncATroN
reck any of the special populations you are targeting in your study

E Minors (under age 18)
E Coltege students

f Pregnant women
E UtvinlDS patients
n Economically disadvantaged

E
E

I
I

E
E
E

n
n

Educationally disadvantaged
Hospital patients or outpatients
ftOerty/aged persons (over age 65)
Minority groups
Hospital inpatients or outpatients
Prisoners

Cognitively impaired persons
Non-English speakers
Otner special characteristics, specify:

Provide your rationale for purposefully targeting any of the above populations:

rnticipate a sample of gender, race, or ethnicity that is not proportionate to the general population X yes E wo
lf yes, explain why:This research group is actual staff from two small human service organizations that may not be
proportionate to the general population.
nis research is being conducted with the cooperation of an agency/organization(s)

lf yes, answer the following questions:

Xyes ENo

ldentify the agency/organization(s):Central Minnesota Habitat for Humanity and Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Central
Minnesota
I am identifying potential subjects based on private records "owned" by the agency/organization(s) nyes
It, yes I have submitted the approval letter(s) specifically granting me access to the private records

!

Stto

Describe the nature of the relationship(s) between the cooperating agency/organization and the primary investigator
and/or co-investigator (if relevant), and/or research assistant (if relevant):l am currently employed as a staff member of
Central Minnesota Habitat for Humanity. lwork in the same community as Big Brothers, Big Sisters, of Central
Minnesota, but I am not directly connected to them.
oes the primary investigator, co-investigator (if relevant), or research assistant (if relevant) have a relationship with potential
rbjects? XYes
No
lf yes, describe the relationship(s):l am a fellow staff member of employees working at Central Minnesota Habitat for
Humanity. I used to work with the Executive Director of Big Brothers, Big Sisters of Central Minnesota at a different, and
much larger organization in Central Minnesota, Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Saint Cloud, as recently as three years
ago. We were not close because we did not work closely together, but we are certainly familiar with one another.
Could the relationship(s) be considered particularty closeZ Xyes
Uo
Explain your answer and if the answer was yes, describe the steps taken to mitigate possible coercion:My
relationships with the executive director, direct report, and peers could be construed as close since we are a small
staff working together. I will make every effort to remain unbiased in my study and interpretation of findings. To help
with this, I am sending electronic surveys that will be anonymous and will be held confidentially.

n

n

needed, provide additional information relevant to subject description and identification:
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0. RecnurrMENT
;heck the relevant recruitment methodsidata collection relatronships
E nata collection will commence immediately after recruitment
E Data collection will occur at a later polnt in time after recruitment
Check all the methods by which subjects will be recruited
Potential subjects will be recruited via
E e-mail
E postal mail letter

I

n
!

hand-delivered letter
telephone

lnformation about how you will obtain potential subjects' contact information

E t wilt recruit subjects for whom I personally possess their contact information

Describe how/why you personally have access to potential subjects.l already possess the contact
information for the employees of Central Minnesota Habitat for Humanity.

E

t witt contact an agency/organization(s) to obtain the contact information for potential subjects who
meet the criteria for inclusion in the study
ldentify the names (inctuding title) of your contacts, describe how/why they have access to the
contact information for potential subjects:Jackie Johnson, executive director, Big Brothers, Big
Sisters of Central Minnesota, has the contact information for the staff of her agency.
I have submitted the approval letter(s) from the cooperating agency/organization specifically
granting me access to the contact information

E

E t witt contact agencies/organizations and ask them to recruit potential subjects who meet the criteria
for inclusion in the study
Describe how you will identify potential recruiters, howiwhy they have access to potential
subjects, and how you will contact them to ask them to recruit potential subjects and provide them
with the recruitment information:

E

t will contact people for whom I personally possess the contact information and ask them to recruit
potential subjects who meet the criteria for inclusion in the study
Describe how/why the potential recruiters have access to potential subjects, and how will contact
them to ask them to recruit potential subjects and provide them with the recruitment

information:

E I witt ask subjects to recruit other potential

subjects who meet the criteria for inclusion in the study
Describe how/why the subjects have access to other potential subjects, and how you will contact
them to ask them to recruit potential subjects and provide them with recruitment
information:

X I have submitted an exact copy the recruitment e-mail, recruitment letter, or script for the telephone
recruitment and, if relevant, the contact communication with potential recruiters

E

Potential subjects will be recruited in person
Recruitment will occur at
E place of employment
E school

E

other location

ldentify the exact location, describe the context in which the recruitment witl be made, and indicate who
will be doing the recruitment:
I have submitted the approval letter(s) from the cooperating agency/organization(s) specifically
giving me permission to recruit subjects in the context listed above

I

E
E

I have submitted an exact copy of verbal script that will be used to recruit subjects

Potential subjects will be recruited via some type of posting
Describe the speclfic type of posting(s):
I have submitted an exact copy of the recruitment posting(s)

I

E

Potential subjects will be recruited by another method of recrultment, explain:
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needed, provide additional information relevant to recruitment:
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l. Rrsr</BENEFtT Rnlo
)nefits
lndirect benefits: Subject will receive a reward/incentive for participating in the study Eyes E tto
yes ruo
lf yes, is at least one of the direct benefits, course credit or extra credit?
lf no, describe the proposed incentive/reward and justify how the proposed incentive/reward is not coercive:

n

n

lf yes, identify the course(s):

!

Departmental approval allowing course credit or extra credit for this course is on file with the IRB

lndirect benefits: Indicate the potential benefits to science or society, in general, or to the course objectives (if the direct
benefit is course credit), as a result of participating in this research:
sks:
Check all the risks associated with participating in your study
E Use of private records (medical, agency, oieducational)
Describe how the risks is involved in your study:

E

Possible invasion of privacy of subject or family
Describe how the risk is involved in your study:Employees will be asked to rank what is important to them in terms
of slaff recruitment, staff retention and job satisfaction. There will be opportunities to write in comments if they so
choose. lt is possible that writing a comment could risk their privacy. I will make every etfort to use prudent
judgment so I do not unnecessarily identify an individual by revealing a comment that has been expressed.

I

Probing for personal or sensitive information in surveys or interviews
Describe how the risk is involved in your study:lt could be construed that questions about staff recruitment, staff
retention and job satisfaction is sensitive information. Therefore, if an employee does not wish to participate in the
study, he or she can elect not to participate without any penalties or violation of anonymity.

X

Social or economic risk
Describe how the risk is involved in your study:Because these survey questions and answers are about
employees' current employment, it could be construed that there is social or economic risk to their participating if
their employer does not agree with the results. lwill make every eflort to present all flndings, including comments,
in an anonymous manner and will be careful not to include portions of comments which might identify an
individual.

!

Use of methodology or materials that might induce psychotogical stress
Describe how the risk is involved in your study:

X

lnability to guarantee anonymity due to small sample size
Describe how the risk is involved in your study:Again, surveys will be handled anonymously by computer survey,
but there will be optional open-ended questions for comments. Because of the small staff sizes, there is an
inherent risk of identification due to the small sample size. lwill make every effort to be careful not to include
language from open-ended questions which might identify a particular individual.

n

Use of deception (including the inability to reveal the true purpose of the research) as part of the experimental
method
Describe how the risk is involved in your study;
Describe the'debriefing procedure':

tr

Otfrer potential risks, specify:
Describe how the risk is involved in your study:

E

Research does not involve any risk to subjects
Justify why your study does not involve any risk:

xplain how the potential risks to subjects are reasonable in relation to the anticipated benefits
needed, provide additional information about the risUbenefit ratio:
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2. PnorEcnoN PRocrouRES
equired precautions (check each one)
E Sunlects may withdraw from the study at any time
E SuUiects may skip questions or specific tasks
his study potentially could cause distress in the subject
lf yes, provide referral information:
r

E yes EtUo

the final report
I will include information that will allow a subject to be identified E Yes X f.lo
lf yes, explain the reason for wanting to identify the subjects:
I will be using direct quotes X yes
ttto
pseudonyms
yes,
lf
I
will
use
when
discussing the person being quoted
ffi

I

E

escribe other precautions to protect against risks that are specific to your study
needed, provide additional information relevant to the protection procedures:

81
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3. lruronMED CoNSENT Pnocess
ultiple types of subjects will be recruited for the study
lf yes, identify the types of subjects:

Eyes E

ruo

rm expecting subjects to participate in every phase of the study Eyes
lf yes, indicate the criteria for inclusion in the study:
lf no, indicate the criteria for inclusion in each phase of the study:

Itto

rswer the following questions if your subjects include minors (under the age of 18) or those who are cognitively impaired

(

Not applicable

E Yes E No
Justify your answer:
E lf yes, I have submitted a parenUguardian consent form
lf no, I have submitted an assent form AND a parenuguardian consent form
Describe the process for obtaining parental/guardian consent and subject assent, including when and where
each will occur and who will be obtaining assent:

The subjects are capable of understanding a subject consent form

!

n

ls the age range such that some of the subjects also could be over age '18 (e.9., late teen years)
Yes E No
lf yes, I have submitted a subject consent form for those over 18 and a parental/guardian consent form for those
under 18

n

n

All subjects are minors so I am skipping the questions related to the timing of consent

mi ng of consent (for subjects over the age of 1B)

tr Recruitment and consent will occur at the same time
E

ffi

I am using a survey delivery method in which the researcher has no direct contact with the subject
I am using an on-line survey
Ves
trto

E

E

ffi

lf yes, I have submitted a copy of the recruitmenUconsent e-mail(s)

f|

lf no, I have submitted a copy of the recruitmenVconsent letter(s)

Consent will be obtained immediately prior to the collection of data
Sunlect is physically present
I have submitted a copy of the subject consent form(s)

I

E

I

SuUlect is present via phone or skype
Describe the process for obtaining and tracking consent:

Verbal description of the research and elements of consent:
I will read the subject consent form to subjects EYes Eruo
lf no, provide the script(s) you will use to describe the research
uestions asked to assess the subject's understanding of the study's risks and the tasks the subjects are being asked to do
XThere is no contact with the subject so no questions will be asked

[There

is contact with the subject
Required questions (check each one)
X Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from this study at any time?
Do you understand that you may skip any questions or tasks?
X Do you have any questions about what you are being asked to do?
lf relevant, provide the age-appropriate or ability-appropriate versions of the above questions:

I

List other questions that relate to your methodology or specific risks associated with your study about which subject
understanding should be assessed:

needed, provide additional information relevant to the informed content process:
/hile there is no direct contact with the survey subjects, the suruey subjects will receive an email with a link to the anonymous
Jrvey. They will be informed of the volunteer nature of the study, ability to withdraw, skip questions, or ask questions of their
xecutive director if they would like more information. They will also be informed that their consent to take the survey will be
lplied by their choosing to click on the link, take the survey, and submit the survey.
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[. Sruores lruvolvrNc NoI,I-ENGLTSH Speaxntc Sue.Jecrs
rswer the following questions if you are including non-English speaking subjects in your study
lNot applicable

les the information delivered during the study (including the consenvrecruitment process) or received (subject responses)

n

quire VERBAL translation into a language other than English
Yes E No
lf yes, is the primary or co-investigator serving as the translator? EYes f]No
lf yes, describe their qualificatlons to serve as the translator:

lf no, identify the person and describe their qualifications to be a translator:

n

I have submitted a signed Translator Confidentiality Agreement

c the materials (including recruitmenuconsenustudy) require translation into a language other than English
lfyes, is the primary or co-investigator doing the translation? E Yes
No

fl

lyes _Etto

lf yes, describe their qualifications to do the translatlon:
lf no, identify the person doing the translation and describe their qualiflcations to do the translation:

E

I have submitted translated versions of all documents

n

I verify that the translated versions of all documents are a complete translation of the document(s) provided to the
IRB in English, and they do not contain information that is not presented within the context of the English version(s)

oes the raw data require translation into English? f Yes E ruo
lf yes, is the primary or co-investigator doing the translation? lYes
lf yes, describe their qualifications to do the translation:

It'to

lf no, identify the person and describe their qualifications to do the translation
E I have submitted a signed Translator Confidentiality Agreement
needed, provide additional information relevant to non-English speaking subjects
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i,

ConnDENTtALtrY

addition to the primary investigator, co-investigator (if relevant), and research assistant (if relevant), the following individuals
ll have access to the raw data

XAcademic Advisor

!ottrer

ldentiry the individual(s), including title and cooperating agency (if relevant)

/ raw data includes identifying information

n

!

Ves

I

:

tto

lf no, the data will be kept for a minimum of three years

lf yes, answer the following questions
Data will be kept in:
E a locked file
E password protected computer, database, or digital storage system
ls the computer/database/digital storage system located at a cooperating agency/organizatlon?
lf yes, identlfy the cooperating agency/organization:
Will the data be part of a subjects' chart, student file, or other permanent record?
lf yes, explain:

n

Yes E

[

yes X

No

My raw data includes audio or video recordings E Yes X No
lf yes, will the recordings be transcribed? EYes
No

n

lf yes, answer the following questions
Who will be doing the transcription?
E Primary investigator or co-investigator

E Research assistant
E otrer person

ldentify the person:
I have submitted a signed transcriptionist confidentiality agreement

E

The recordings will be destroyed/erased immediately after transcription. E Yes ENo
lf no, explain why not and provide the date for their destruction (minimum of 3 years):
Provide the level of destruction/erasure of the recordings (regardless of when it occurs):
Destruction of raw data containing identifying information (other than recordings)
I plan to keep the raw data indefinitely flYes
lf yes, provide the date by which all identitying will be removed (no longer than 3 years):
lf no, provide the date by which the raw data will be destroyed (minimum of 3 years):November 2014

INo

n

I

am using secondary data and therefore do not have the right to destroy the data

re final report will be disseminated in the following ways

! Possible publication in scholarly/professional journals
E Possible publication in a book
I Possible presentation at local, regional, national or international conferences via a poster or oral presentation
E Subjects
E External funding agency
X Cooperating agency/organization

n

ldentify the agency/organization and provide the name (with title) to whom the report will be given and in what
form:
Other means of dissemination, describe:

For Graduate Research only
X Paper to Faculty for completion of degree requirements
E Orat presentation to Faculty for completion of degree requirements
E tinoett Library
For Undergraduate Research only

I

E
E

UnCO presentation and paper
Ucruair presentation and paper
ISnUP presentation and paper

t,to
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f

E

Paper to Faculty for Departmental Honors
Presentation to Faculty for Departmental honors

eeded, provide additional information relevant to confidentiality
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Recrultment Letter

Dea

r Non-profit Colleague,

My name is Michelle Redding and lam a graduate student in the IVasterof Arts in Leadership
program at Augsburg College in Minneapolis. My advisor is Norma Noonan, Ph.D., a Professor in

the Center for Leadership Studies Department. I am also working as Development Director at
Central Minnesota Habitat for Humanity.
You are invited to participate in a research study lam conducting about staff retention in the

small non-profit organization. My research study

to examine Central Minnesota Habitat for
Humanity and Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Minnesota because they are non-profit
organizations in Central Minnesota that are roughly the same size in terms of annual operating
support and staff numbers. In addition, I have chosen local non-profit organizations which are
affiliates of national organizations. You were selected as a possible subject because you are a
staff member of one of those organizations and I have received permission to do so from the
participating organizations' executive directors: Bruce Johnson and Jackie Johnson. Please read
this entire e-mail before completing this survey. lf you have any questions now or later, you
may contact me at 320-260-6888 or reddine.michelle@gmail.com. You may also contact my
advisor at 612-330-1198 or noonan@augsburg.edu.
is

lf you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to click on the link below and complete an 34-item
survey about staff recruitment, staff retention, and job satisfaction at your current place of

employment. Each ranking question is followed by an optionalcomment question. A few
questions are open-ended. lt should take approximately 25 minutes to complete.
The survey will be administered through Augsburg College's on-line survey tool and therefore,

there will not be identifiable information as it relates to survey collection. Any identlfiable risks
to participation would be in the open-ended question portions of the survey if you choose to
identify specific components of your job which would be identifiable bythe specific kinds of
tasks you perform at your work. lf you answer the questions in a general manner, there

is

minimal risk of identifiable information to you specifically, To further assist in minlmizing this
risk, I will not use descriptive information which may reveal particular program information.
There will not be any direct benefits in terms of rewards or incentlves for participating in the
study, however, there may be indirect benefits if Central Minnesota Habitat for Humanity or Big
Brothers Big Sisters of Central Minnesota chooses to make use of collective information and act
upon it in order to improve staff recrultment, staff retention, and employee job satisfaction.

Augsburg College
Lindell Library
5Y454
tvttnneaPolis, MN

